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About This Content

Get an EPIC boost to your power with a full set of rare items and an exclusive Golden Epic for Jim the Lumberjack. We'll also
throw in five Jeweled Chests to further increase your power!

This pack includes:

 The Super Scary Bear Hat of Roaring (Golden Epic)

 Two other Rare items for Jim the Lumberjack

 Five Jeweled Chests
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Laughably bad, no control configuration options, unintuitive menu system. Feels like a game from y2k.. No tutorial, not really
clear how to play. Screens don't seem to do anything. Dozens of other great games out there, why bother one that makes it a
chore to figure out. This isn't 1995, and there are MANY MANY better options out there.. 50% of this game is the character
falling into a spiralling depression.. HaHaHa don't buy it, filmgrain is awful... Walking up the stairs simulator. Not even worth a
buy onsale as I did for .65 cents... Didn't see the humor either.... Game I was waiting for.. This game has so much neat stuff to
offer, sadly all of those offerings are lacking. A ton of stuff was crammed into the game just none of it is good. Moving stuff
around like pallets or cut trees is so tedious and awful .... its rage inducing. The physics on trees is so wonky most the time trees
dont even fall over after being cut, they just still stand straight up. Graphics are ok, its not that good it has a dated look for sure.
Game speeds are lacking goes from real time to x5 nothing in between, Im constantly changing game speed. There is no seasons,
23 hours of game play and I havent even seen rain. I think it can rain. No mouse over for any of the numerous icons, constantly
using alt tab to look stuff up. The traffic is baffling, the ai will just block the roads and keep beeping their horns but now my rig
is boxed in by the cars and I cant push them out of the way and have to reload a save. The missions are awful, boring and offer
very little rewards. If it wasnt for the modding community this game would be unplayable.. After playing for 3 hours with no
problems it now soes not show the entire picture, especially the bottom which I need,
. Its vaporwave chess. What more do ya want?
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As someone who bought this game two days ago and has earned all 51 achievements through approximately 10 hours of
gameplay, I have to say that it is one of my favorite Steam games of all time. The beauty of this game is in its simplicity. It's the
most basic kind of dungeon crawler, and as the name implies, one that you can just pick up and play anytime.

Gameplay revolves around collecting power-ups, avoiding/killing monsters, finding a floor's key, and then finding the exit, with
bosses every five levels in the main game mode. This simple formula, combined with the mechanic of each progressive floor
getting darker and thus more challenging to navigate, provides a surprising amount of fun, and the atmosphere is, at times,
unquestionably tense.

Like any good rogue-like (as this could be classified, were it more prone to complexity), Instant Dungeon is designed to be
played over and over again, each death teaching the adventurer a new lesson. Expect to die many times and, depending on the
type of person you are, possibly curse the monsters that murder you. (Maybe that goes without saying.)

Sadly, my achievement-centric style of playing Steam games ensures no future play session of Instant Dungeon will be as
fulfilling, thanks to my gapless collection of colorful trophy squares.. older game with crashing issues. good puzzle elements but
the fact that it crashes on start up, or crashes when an enemy is hit, or crashes when you are hit means i cant recommend it at
this point. I dont get it ? wtf are these games. Gyromancer is a solid puzzle game that combines a simple crystal matching
system with an adventure mode and selectable creatures that bring a tactical advantage to each match. The music is well done
and the artwork is very good although cutscenes do not use any animations and are mostly reliant on text updates. The Steam
Overlay is supported but widescreen modes are not, resulting in a letterboxed image and squished aspect ratios on the intro
splash videos. While these minor issues are irritating, they are not enough to prevent me from recommending this title to anyone
who enjoys puzzle games, particularly fans of Pokemon or Magic the Gathering will find the tactical system adds an extra layer
of interest to an otherwise fairly standard puzzle game system. While not an essential title to anyone's collection Gyromancer a
competent entry in the puzzle genre.. was fun for 2 days. did not encounter any bugs, but I played through too fast ;). Funny And
Good Game
2017 Version Pls :D. I have more hours than this, but it is not registered. I've finished the game.

I would love to give a positive recomendation for this game. I think that the puzzles are very well made, and the game has a lot
to offer for those who like puzzles. It even has a lore (not so well made, but is something).

But well, many of the puzzles uses color as the key to the solution. The problem is that the game didn't think about color blind
people in these cases. I am color blind, and I think that the developers could have made something to help color blind solve color
based puzzles. The fact is that I got stuck for hours trying to solve a simple puzzle, and had to search for a walktrough (on some
puzzles you may not even see that you're dealing with a color based puzzle till you search for a walktrough).

7/10. I remember playing this many years ago on my grandparents PC. And ofc, I remember child me getting a little frustrated
at how hard the game was.

More recently, I stumbled upon this game here on Steam, and thought I might as well get it, for old times sake.
This game is actually fairly easy, but still holds its challenge.

This is a cheap game, that will entertain you for a time, although doesn't have much in the way of replayability compared to
others.. SCS Garbage. This game was true SCS, back before ETS and ATS. The game has terrible controls, same graphics
engine as their followup games (honestly? unfortunately so.) However, this game serves as an example how SCS has grown.
From a "Small company" to a "Small company with over 60 employees". This is the best they could do back then, and they
poured their hearts into it--and that is commendable, but somewhere along the line they decided to bring their current games'
development to a crawl and charge as much money as they can on every little DLC from rims to paint jobs to a god damned trio
of bobbleheads for your dashboard (ETS2). If you get this game for free as part of a bundle or something, consider donating to a
child in Africa, as I'm sure they'd be more than happy with this pathetic excuse of a game.

This review provoked by Timmy The Thief, a developer who is "too lazy" to go through complaints, so he just bans anybody
who has something to say other than "YOU ROCK SCS". Boycott facist game developers and improve the gaming community
for everyone.. Super fun game to play while you have short periods of time.
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